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Abstract
MPPA’s not so brief History recounts its elan and its rare evolution into a physician association
with community leaders—the patient writ large.
MPPA became something unique and exquisite in its 23-year unusual evolution into a medical
political discussion group (a “think tank”) and its final simplicity. Its power resides in its eclectic
intellectual capital—all views and ideas are welcome and open for discussion.
The History recounts the variety of contributor activities to MPPA’s evolution. The group began
as a quasi-policy group looking for political power. They correctly sensed the loss of being the
employees of empowered patients. It evolved into to a community of medical professionals and
lay community leaders motivated by a common spirit for “empowering patients and physicians
to make informed health care decisions”.
There is no other organization like it. MPPA has become a convener, a heretical place battling
against pomposity, social engineering panaceas, and political malpractice.
If MPPA is a discussion group, does it emulate other such organizations? The first that comes to
mind is the Royal Society of London founded in 1660. The Royal Society began, as a “hidden
college of natural philosophers and physicians” with a speech by Christopher Wren. It later
acquired the motto “take nobody’s word for it” (translated from the Latin). It got its Royal
charter in 1663. There were many other polymath members including Robert Boyle, Isaac
Newton, Einstein, and so forth. It currently includes one Minnesota member, Dr. Stan Goldberg,
in its very exclusive 1600 membership.
There are other discussion groups. Locally the MN Academy of Medicine (MAM) comes to
mind; its aim, since founding in 1887, is to share and discuss medical publications and ideas
amongst the UMN faculty, the surrounding Twin Cities, and outstate physicians. All three, the
Royal Society, the MAM, and MPPA are discussion groups that have evolved in their own
unique way. Their power resides in the intellectual capital of outstanding leaders, whose group
elan is a measure of individual actions in publishing, business, science, and political action not
inhibited by any group think organization policies.
The are many contributors to MPPA’s evolution into a community of medical professionals and
lay community leaders motivated by a common spirit for empowering patients.
The Brief History is a legacy and a path that can lead to MMPA’s future.
In a larger sense, MPPA is a place of ideas where “ideas are the forces that generate the actions
of men and women in the course of human history.” A place where, “the players…are the…brief
chronicles of the time…” An apt description of our MPPA Fellows and their history.
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Preface
The Minnesota (MN) Physician-Patient Alliance (MPPA) history is the product of many
contributors. Lee Beecher’s inspiration to recount our history recognized that we had a
legacy for future MPPA leaders that needed documentation. In April 2020 he asked me to
write this history.
The first task was to find Dr. R. Douglas (Doug) Thorsen, the founder. He was delighted
to find out what had happened in the 20 years, since he had had to retire from the political
fray. He volunteered to help and quickly edited the first version draft of MPPA’s early
years.
The first rough draft was also sent out to many including Board members and to those,
who had made significant contributions to MPPA’s evolution from being a quasi-policy
directed group to a discussion group involving community leaders. The response was
immediate and enthusiastic, as will be evident in their contributions.
Half of MPPA’s 88 members (as of April 2020) have always been lay people coming
from many different perspectives including lawyers, a publisher, book writers, medical
consultants, hospital and clinic administrators, an accountant, a dentist, workers from
medical political action groups and politicians.
Recounted here is MPPA’s evolution into an organization much like your local voluntary
dues-free book club, where books are discussed, and all perspectives are routinely
welcomed. Unlike a book club, we discuss political panaceas and pomposity from all
perspectives, while members formulate ways to battle the mayhem; they write books,
essays, create businesses, and engage in politics. MPPA does not possess nor enforce any
orthodoxy.
The history is arranged chronologically; a few member and non-member actions are
highlighted. The evolution produced a collegial group of physicians and lay people from
every political viewpoint dedicated to patient empowerment; the spirit that motivates its
existence.
This history represents part of a legacy upon which future leaders can build the
organization and continue MPPA’s heretical battle against group think pomposity, social
engineering panaceas, and political malpractice.
No MPPA member is ever a lone voice in the wilderness of government-backed crony
cartel power that today dominates medicine. MPPA became something exquisite and
different in its unusual evolution and simplicity.

Robert W. Geist MD
5-29-20
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A Brief history of the Origin and Evolution of
The Minnesota Physician-Patient Alliance (MPPA)
Robert W Geist MD

MPPA began in 1997 with about 20 physicians from the NE Minneapolis area,
contributing $100 each to Dr. R. Douglas (Doug) Thorsen’s idea that medicine
was in trouble, and that we ought to do something. He was an internist and an
intensivist, who had a clinic practice in Fridley and worked at Unity Hospital.
It was a response of physicians concerned about the growing hegemony of
corporate medicine in Minnesota (MN). Corporate power allowed economic
bullying of independent private medical practices. Eventually many practices
became extinct, as clinicians became hospital contractors or employees, changed
their professional focus, or retired.
Thorsen sent a letter to all metro doctors asking if they were interested in forming a
physician union. Among those responding were Dr. Lee Beecher, Kip Sullivan JD,
and Dr. Robert Geist. I was retired and responded, because of the shear audacity of
this young doctor to take on the “system” that threatened all physicians and their
patients. We three became Thorsen’s first Board of Directors, a grandiose
appellation for three volunteers ready to listen to a proposed, yet, undefined
organization.
Trade Association Models Avoided.
We counseled Doug that there might be a better way than a trade union or
professional trade association model, e.g., the Minnesota Medical Association
(MMA). These would have a narrow member-only outlook foreclosing the
community involvement.
Many professional associations had already failed to protect their members or
patients from the threats generated by a perverse cost control system of profitdriven corporations rationing care in answer to the abrupt unprecedented onset of
medical cost inflation crisis after 1965, a turning point in time when 85% of the
populace (employed workers and the official old, poor and disabled) suddenly had
tax-free insurance. There had been no prior inflation crisis for 90 years since
national record keeping began in 1875.1 In 1973, to meet the new cost crisis, the
Health Maintenance Organization Act (HMO) gave medical insurance corporations

1

Anderson OW. Part One, Chap. III. The liberal-democratic political and economic matrix. In: Health Care: Can
There Be Equity? New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1972:33
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the power to legally control use of the insurance benefits they insured2—a perverse
power allowed no other casualty insurance corporation. Under sway of social
engineered political fixes, professional associations were overwhelmed; they
lacked the resources and imagination to even think that other alternatives were
possible much less to think that the cause of abrupt and unrelenting cost inflation
was worth reviewing. Rare protesting economists and physicians were crying in
the wilderness of conventional political social engineering and evidence-free
wisdom.
Mesmerized by the social engineer’s managed care utopia, many professional
associations accepted the canard that doctors were practicing poor care and that
corporate police “efficiency” controls were necessary to control costs and induce
“quality”. They bought into a shell game of fictitious promises of more pay for
more quality, while the reality was that clinician pay would become contingent on
the volume of care they ordered, i.e., volume pay posing as “value pay”; a
profiteering value to third party corporations.
An organization not mesmerized by social engineers was needed.
MPPA Emerges
A community-physician organization was needed to mount an intellectual and
political fight against vague theological-like beliefs in the magic of “managed
care” administrator wisdom for distributing medical goods and services.
Pundits and policy makers had not considered the economic inflationary potential
of creating tax-free insurance subsidies in 1965 for 85% of the populace through
adding Medicare and Medicaid to 1942 employer-based tax-free insurance for
workers.3 Nor was any alternative considered such as a market-based system,
where American families would use their own money to buy goods and services;
the means of distribution that worked in every other national microeconomic
sector, where groceries, refrigerators, and autos were bought and sold, and where
there was no rationing or double digit inflation. Econ 101 was forgot.
Routinely ignored was the absence of pre-1965 inflation. Equally ignored were the
dangers lurking in the whims of command and control profit-driven Managed Care
Organizations (MCOs, a generic name for HMOs and its variations). All MCO
models in USA and abroad are similar. They say, “Give us your money, and we'll
2

HMO Act of 1973. US Code chapter 42 sec. 300e (b) (1,2,3,4,5) and (c) 2D. http://www.harp.org/300e.htm#a

3

Amadeo K. The Rising Cost of Health Care by Year and Its Causes. The Balance. December7, 2019
https://www.thebalance.com/causes-of-rising-healthcare-costs-4064878
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take care of you”. Both abroad and in the US, MCOs must do it on a fixed zerosum budget. It is curious that U.S.- style corporate socialism, created to control
costs and preferentially supported by governments and business associations, is
still viewed by many as private free enterprise, because it is profit-driven and
corporate stock is traded on Wall Street. Yet the U.S. MCO system is little more
than a weak version of the powerful National Health System (NHS) socialized
cartel systems abroad. The self-interest of U.S. MCO insurance executives
distributing medical goods and services was to be the system’s inflation fix; the
means were the ability to legally profiteer through creating barriers to care access.
In the decades that have followed, policy makers could not admit that their bet on
profit-driven managed cost control barriers had failed; each new panacea
prescribed was more of the same managed care corporate favoritism. Political
malpractice in action.
The type of organization needed was one of physicians in an alliance with
community leaders—the patient writ large.
MPPA was born.
1998 Charity 501c3 status.
To better do battle, Dr. Lee Beecher and his lawyer, volunteer Jay Milavetz,
incorporated MPPA as a 501c3 charity—Lee thus named MPPA, the new
Minnesota Physician-Patient Alliance (MPPA)! IRS rules allow a small percentage
of funds to be used for political activity. Tax-free donations thus became possible,
if needed. We had in mind to fund a website, also to help take-up some of the
burden borne by Dr. Beecher, and maybe to conduct and co-sponsor open public
meetings.
1997-2000, the Early Years.
Dr. Doug Thorsen with a voluntary association of his physician colleagues and his
new “Board” in place, then took the next step. He enlisted the help of his father,
Dick Thorsen, a volunteer researcher, retired CPA, and former chairman of the
Minnesota State Board of Accounting and president of the Minnesota Society of
CPA's.
Thorsen Sr. spent time at the MN Department of Health (MDH) looking over the
1996 annual legislatively mandated reports of MN HMOs regarding, amongst other
things, overhead.
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The Sullivan Report
MPPA’s Kip Sullivan, JD, took over 200 hours to analyze the collected data.4
He found that HMO expenditures for patient health care may have been as
low as 61.4% of premiums collected. Conversely, expenditures for
administration may have been as high as 38.6%. “This is three to four times
higher than the 10-to-15 percent overhead figure reported by the HMOs”. He
wrote that, “This conclusion must remain tentative until the HMOs provide a
breakdown of 18.8% expenses lumped under a category called "other
professional services.” For instance, “…are these…janitors, quality
assurance analysts, administrative supervisors, secretaries, and medial record
clerks?” [Even if this category contained only services directly performed
for patient care, the overhead minimum would be about 20%; a percentage
not much different from the 23.7% reported by Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) in 2003,5 but less than that of the Canadian
Medicare NHS program overhead of about 28% (not including 17%
deadweight of tax collection) reported by Danzon in 1992.6 She included the
rarely calculated cost to patients in queues—RWG.]
Of 1996 Minnesota HMO dollars, Sullivan found that 14.8% went directly to
physician compensation and 3.8% was spent on mental health and chemical
dependency services. Sullivan’s analysis included the operating costs of
providers. “Clinics and hospitals, which treated patients insured by…[the
three HMOs], spent 7.6% of the revenue they received…on administrative
functions, including responding to HMO demands for information,
paperwork, claims processing, denials and utilization review.” [It is curious
that decades later MN HMOs claim that their overhead is magically less than
10%--RWG.]
“Each of the three largest Minnesota HMO's, Medica [under the Allina
Health System umbrella including Abbot North Western Hospitals],
HealthPartners and Blue Plus are embedded in complex webs of profit and
non-profit companies including for-profit subsidiaries, some of which are
offshore.”
Sullivan’s MPPA recommendation was that annual reports should be based
upon an audit of the financial records of all the enterprises affiliated with the
non-profit HMOs.
4

Sullivan K. Managed Care Costs: Where Do Minnesota HMOs Spend Our Money? MPPA Report. An analysis
based on Certified Public Accountant data, 1998. Available from the author on request at
rgeistmd@comcast.net.
5
CMS Health Care Industry Market Update—Managed Care. March 24, 2003.
6
Danzon, Patricia, M. “Hidden Overhead Costs: Is Canada’s System Really Less Expensive?” Health Affairs.
1992;11(1):21-43.
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MN Attorney General’s Response
In year 2000, the 1998 Sullivan report was turned over to newly elected Attorney
General (AG) Mike Hatch. Hatch’s investigators found evidence of Allina System
high administrative costs including scandalous executive bonuses and perk
excesses. The result was that in 2001 the Allina integrated insurance-hospital
conglomerate [called an Integrated Service Network (ISN)] was broken up by the
courts into two unrelated pieces, the Medica HMO insurance company and Allina
Hospitals.
In1994 the MN legislature had created ISNs for cost control.7 These Hospitalmini-insurance corporations were paid capitation fees; it was assumed that a fixed
budget would incent “efficiency”. In retrospect, ISNs like the Allina Health
System, were the forerunner of federally legalized Obamacare Accountable Care
Organizations (ACOs), i.e., mini hospital-medical staff insurance corporations
often aligned with an HMO. ISN and ACO profit margins (“savings”) depend on
rationing care access rather than from selling services to insured patients.
During these early years, MPPA hired a lobbyist. The problem was that without
distinct policies and with rapidly decreased funding, the lobbyist was unnecessary.
By year 2000, Dr. Thorson had to resign from the organization for personal
reasons. Without magnetic Dr. Thorsen and his personal physician followers and
their funding, reality required a change of direction from trying to be a policy
driven organization to a new form of advocacy.
Evolution became a necessity.
2000 to 2015 Evolution
Between 2000 and 2015, the group started with about 6 to 10 members meeting
periodically at Dr. Beecher’s office. Personal donations supported the organization
of which the most generous were from Dr. Beecher including use of his office staff
for MPPA business.
After Dr. Thorsen left, Dr. Lee Beecher followed as president (2000-2001), then
David Allen (2001-2002) and by good fortune, Lee Beecher from 2002 to 2020.
With continuity furnished by such fine leaders our discussions continued. They
sparkled. I routinely came away enthused.
7

Kralewski JE, DeVries A, Dowd B, Pottoff S. MN Legislative reference Library. The Development of integrated
service networks (ISNs) in Minnesota. 1994. http://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/2014/other/140002.pdf
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The question became, where should the discussion lead us? As noted above the
attempt to be a quasi-policy making group floundered on the shoals of lacking
money. Members agreed about the depredations of the commercial MCO
controlled marketplace. They did differ on the ultimate remedy, which ranged from
pure market-based medicine to pure government-based medicine.
MPPA’s inclusive nature welcomed discussion from all perspectives. This eclectic
group coalesced around ideas that could achieve patient empowerment and
protection. An ultimate medical system “fix” was only another item for discussion.
Evolution Begins
Before MPPA was formed as an organization and had found its niche, we had all
witnessed decades of dire results of political cost control panaceas in our prior
positions of medical system involvement. For example, many of the physicians
had been medical association and hospital staff officers. The other half of the
membership included an insurance company executive, lawyers and consultants, an
accountant, and even a newspaper reporter. Many had published books, newspaper
opinion pieces and letters, as well as articles in peer-reviewed journals.
After MPPA was formed, the spirited discussions by this small group led to
continued member individual publishing and political actions. With Dr. Lee
Beecher’s leadership, we held a few large annual open public meetings. These
involved many prominent health-policy speakers. MN is full of such expertise.
At the 2001 annual meeting, we gave MN Attorney General Mike Hatch the
MPPA Excellence in Health Policy Award. At the 2002 meeting, we gave
publisher Mike Starnes the MPPA Excellence in Publishing Award.
David Allen’s Review of the early Years.
After reviewing a preliminary draft of this early history, former president, David
Allen, summed up in 2020 what he observed during MPPA’s early years:
“The early 2000’s was a time of significant change. Private insurers were
consolidated into an oligopoly of three large companies and a couple of
marginal players. Hospitals had consolidated into “systems” dominating care
across vast geographic regions. Physicians were losing control of their
professional practices facing a Hobson’s Choice of either accept diminishing
reimbursement from the insurers or sell out to the hospital “systems”.
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The insurance companies, the hospital systems, and the politicians they
influenced justified these changes as necessary to implement the rationing of
care that would control health care costs.
MPPA was vigorous in pointing out that the Minnesota insurance
corporation oligopoly was ineffective in controlling costs and that the means
of rationing care through delay and denial of care posed a serious morally
corrupt financial conflict of interest with patients they insured.
Medical inflation was rising through diminished competition, the removal of
the patient from cost decisions possessing tax-subsidized insurance, the
administrative waste of bloated insurance bureaucracies, and their
accumulation of huge financial reserves. The insurers mandated cookie
cutter standards of care developed sophisticated pre-authorization barriers to
“unnecessary” care and spent patient care dollars on unnecessary marketing.
Meanwhile, the very essence of medical duty was being corrupted by the
new expectation that physicians should place costs above patients care in
their decision-making, i.e., corporate incented profiteering at the bedside
through paying clinicians more for ordering less care and paying less for
ordering “too much” use of corporate dollars.
MPPA worked to become a beacon of thought about how competition could
be brought back to the health care market. The best remedy would be
patients empowered to make informed decisions and physicians restored to
their proper role, doing what is best for their patients.”8
Transition I. from a Professional to a Commercial Medical Marketplace.
In the 1970s, Dr. Geist had described the transition of medicine from a professional
system, where patients were sold services to a commercial system, where enrollee
populations (patients) were commodities sold by insurance companies for
servicing; caveat emptor ruled.9,10,11
After decades of failed managed care corporate hegemony, congress opened a new
door: a new low-cost new insurance product walked in to compete with the MCOs.
8

Allen D. Personal communication. April 2020.
Geist RW. Incentive bonuses in pre-paid plans. N Engl J Med. 1974;291:1306-1308.
http://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM197412122912413
10
Geist RW. Advertising in Medicine - A Physician's Perspective. N Engl J Med. 1978;299:483-486.
http://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM197808312990914
11
Zoloth-Dorfman L, Rubin S. The patient as commodity: managed care and the question of ethics. J Clin
Ethics.1995;6:339-357.
9
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2004 HSA Revolution
In 2003, Health Savings Account (HSA) legislation was passed by congress.12 It
was a complete reversal from previous managed care rationing of care panaceas.
MPPA members embraced the legislation; it empowered patients.
With HSA money (accompanied by a high deductible insurance policy), American
families were able on average to keep up over 30% of their tax-free money for
expected and affordable expenses instead of sending it all to an insurance
company. If little money was spent, it belonged to the family instead of
disappearing into the insurance company’s coffers at year’s end. Premium rates
dropped; a market-based system was created where patient choice was guided by
prices for the quantity and quality of services needed. Tax-free HSA money was
simply an end-run around sending all the family medical budget to an insurance
corporation for MCO “full” coverage.
By 2007 competitive low price HSA insurance policies, although few, had reduced
national premium inflation rates (aka, the “cost of care”) from a rising 15.5% in
2003 to a falling 5.5% nationally for small businesses.13 Minnesota rates dropped
even more.14 A market-system worked, where transparent prices guided the
quantity and quality of services needed. A real threat to MCO business.
States ignored evidence of economic sanity, and passed programs favoring more
MCO corporate hegemony. For example, in 2006 Massachusetts adopted state
managed health care in the form of RomneyCare. In 2008, MN adopted its own
version of managed care favoritism.15 It had been promoted by the MMA; some
called it “the doctors plan”. The efforts of MPPA members at the MMA to thwart
such action failed.
Later, HSAs were hobbled by regulation through enactment of the ultimate
managed care panacea: ObamaCare. Obamacare MCO hegemony required
smothering the nascent growing HSA competitive insurance business in the
Obamacare federal marketplace through regulatory qualifications; in this case they
were too “generous”.16 Even one year before Obamacare was enacted, a minor
HSA-like federal “Health Opportunity Account” demonstration program was
12

HSA enactment. Internal Revenue Code section 223, December 8,
2003. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medicare_Prescription_Drug,_Improvement,_and_Modernization_Act
13
Kaiser Family Foundation/ HRET, Survey of employer-sponsored health benefits, 2009
14
Dattilo G. Founder of Dattilo Consulting, Inc. / Clientserv LLC. personal communication 2007.
15
Chun R. 2008 Health Care Reform Act: Implementation Timelines. Minnesota Laws, chapter 358.
https://www.house.leg.state.mn.us/hrd/pubs/hcrefmtime.pdf
16
O’Brien E. Why 80% of Obamacare plans are ineligible for this tax break. Market Watch. March 2, 2016.
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/why-80-of-obamacare-plans-are-ineligible-for-this-tax-break-2016-03-29
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essentially negated by regulation on February 4, 2009 fifteen days after the new
president’s inauguration. MCO lobbyists were on target with this first kill.
A New Motto for MPPA
At 3-4 meetings per year and frequent email loop discussions, we were critiquing
medical system mayhem created by a politically empowered managed care
industry. Our motivating motto became: “empowering patients and physicians to
make informed health care decisions”. This motivating spirit proved attractive to a
bevy of people from many political persuasions.
MPPA member numbers and enthusiasm grew, as collegial connections expanded.
We were heretics in a land of government favored commercial insurance
corporation medical system control created by political and industry social
engineers. The spirit that motivated our existence was becoming clearer; the spirit
was simply encapsulated in our aim to promote patient power and protection.
As we have already noted, the newest medical system panacea erupted in 2010
after a decade of promotion by pundits and policy makers.17,18
Transition II: from Corporation to Cartel Hegemony
In 2010, the transition from commercial managed care industry hegemony to
Obamacare cartel hegemony was completed through enactment of the Patient
Protection and Accountable Care Act (PPACA).19 It was another utopian political
response to MCO industry cost control failure; control which had been promised
for decades through corporate industry “efficiency” and “quality”. The Obama
corporate cartel “partnership” system was a quantum leap in MCO industry power.
The cartels combine federal price fixing with exclusive franchising of governmentbacked (i.e., crony) Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs). ACOs consist of
hospital and staff merged into mini-insurance corporations to insure population
care. Instead of paying for services, rationing of care parsimony is intended to

17

Fisher ES, Staiger DOL, Bynum JPW, Gottlieb DJ. Creating Accountable Care Organizations: The Extended
Hospital Medical Staff. Health Aff. 2006;25: supplement 1 web exclusive.
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.26.1.w44
18
Jost TS, Emanuel EJ. Legal reforms necessary to promote delivery system innovation. JAMA. 2008;299(21):25612563.
19
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, March 23, 2010. https://www.healthcare.gov/glossary/patientprotection-and-affordable-care-act/fs
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create profits (“savings”) to be split (“gain shared”) with the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS).20,21 ACOs are often “joint ventured” with an HMO.
Ironically, if ACOs are to operate legally, they require repeal of patient protection
laws. In 2011, FTC repealed anti-trust law for HMOs;22 hospital-staff and HMO
merger mania ensued. Simultaneously, CMS repealed anti-kickback, and anti-selfreferral laws for HMOs;23 kickbacks at the bedside for rationing care were
legalized.
Cost Inflation Returns and Medicine’s Moral Integrity Threatened.
Like others, we observed that Obamacare was a financial catastrophe for many
American families and for the nation; insurance premiums and deductibles
skyrocketed; ever-more narrow insurance networks that caged patient choices and
access to care; and bonuses were blatantly promised bedside clinicians for
restricting “too much” use of corporate insurance money for patient care. Bonus
pay, not for hours of delivering services but for behavior in rationing of care,
required the masquerade of pay-for-performance (P4P for financial “savings” and
quality processes), which later morphed into “value pay” double-speak.
“Value pay” for behavior poses a conflict of financial interest between patients and
clinicians, when playing dual roles of care giver and insurance corporation
rationing agent; a corruption that threatens patient care and professional integrity,
as well as the integrity of policy makers, who would use kickbacks at the nation’s
bedside to control cost inflation;24,25 an inflation for which they were themselves
responsible.3 This corrupt kickback system remains unexamined—and lauded.21
Repeal of Stark laws legalizes “gainsharing” (splitting and distributing) the profits
from rationing care amongst corporate and government bureaucrats.21,24
In 2010, David Feinwachs, JD PhD, for 30 years the general counsel of the MN
Hospital Association (MHA), had found evidence of possible fraudulent behavior
20

Geist, RW. A History of Political Malpractice: From Good Intentions to Cartels. MN Physician. October 2015.
http://issuu.com/mppub/docs/minnesota_physician_oct_2015?e=2538202/30749083
21
Verma S. Pathways To Success: A New Start For Medicare’s Accountable Care Organizations. Health Affairs
Blog, August 9, 2018. https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20180809.12285/full/.
22
FTC 67026 Federal Register / Vol. 76, No. 209 / Friday, October 28, 2011 / Notices Rules and Regulations
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-10-28/pdf/2011-27944.pdf
23
CMS 67992 Federal Register / Vol. 76, No. 212 / Wednesday, November 2, 2011 / Rules and Regulations.
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-11-02/pdf/2011-27460.pdf
24
Geist RW. Profiteering at the Nation’s Bedside: A Corrupt System Legalized. J American Physicians and
Surgeons. 2016;21 (1):18-21. http://www.jpands.org/vol21no1/geist.pdf
25
Geist RW. ACO Kickbacks in the News and Gatekeeping in the Courts. J Am Phys Surg 2019;24(3):90-91..
https://www.jpands.org/vol24no3/geist.pdf
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involving the state and Medicaid HMOs; the scheme was intended to artificially
increase federal public program reimbursements.26 When he did not stop his
investigation, the MHA fired him. In 2014, he was asked by a reporter, if
Obamacare would prevent this type of conspiracy. He replied that Obama had
allowed the HMOs to write Obamacare to protect itself against a single payer
system. “To let them run it, is akin to letting the Mafia operate the banking
system.”26
Michel Accad, a cardiologist has summed these ethical issues:27
“To my mind, the ethical aspect of the free market (or, conversely, the
unethical aspect of the crony healthcare system) is the most
fundamental one and ought to be stressed (rather than its efficiency
and sustainability). Naturally, that is also the most underappreciated aspect since healthcare economists, policy makers, and
healthcare academics constantly vilify private practice doctors for
being profit-driven, all-the-while concocting ruinous schemes in the
name of fairness and equity.”
Cost inflation and threats to the medical profession’s moral integrity in the
commercialized medical system continues to play out, as we enter the 2020s.23,24
A New Think Tank Model by Default
While we at MPPA were losing battles, we were gaining members. MPPA had
evolved into an informal voluntary discussion group akin to your local voluntary
book club that welcomes all perspectives, but with a difference. Unlike a book club
we discuss political pomposity and social engineering panaceas from many
perspectives, and we write books and essays; many of us are engaged in politics.
The informal discussions through emails loops and at our four meetings each year
attracted an incredible panoply of physician and lay talents; in essence, MPPA had
evolved into a community medical think tank. Unlike some well-known national
think tanks, MPPA did not have in its evolved origin a single wealthy opinionated
founder, a policy-driven organization, nor a specific conservative or liberal
persona.
We had evolved. MPPA became a new think tank model unlike any other:
physicians in alliance with community leaders, the patient writ large.
26

Corporate Crime Reporter. Former MN hospital association general counsel offered $150,000 in hush money.
2014;28 (41):1-4.
27
Accad M. How to rid medicine of its cronyism. Alert & Oriented.com. June 10, 2018.
http://alertandoriented.com/how-to-rid-medicine-of-cronies/#more-6460
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In 2014, MPPA co-sponsored a well-attended American Association of Physicians
and Surgeons (AAPS) theme conferences: "Thrive. Not Just Survive". This
national conference was held at the University of MN Humphrey Institute and
were ably emceed by Fellow member Dave Racer.
2015-2020 Growth and Member Actions
By 2015 MPPA had grown from a very few to near 40 members. Many were
recruited from friends of Dr. Beecher or others, and from those attending open
medical society forums of both lay people and physicians chaired by Dr. Geist
from 2000-2011. Of necessity we moved from Lee’s office to the conference room
at the Midway Medical Building in St. Paul through the courtesy of Dr. Donald
Gehrig. An average of 12 (and up to 18) attended meetings.
2015 Meeting Minutes Begin.
I began writing MPPA meeting minutes in 2015, a time when it was obvious that
the historical memory of issues discussed, and ideas generated was necessary.
Without a memory, we could lose our focus and have no visible legacy of ideas
generated to challenge failed political panaceas. Of more importance without a
documented legacy future leaders would not have a solid platform upon which to
build and encourage member actions.
The Hippocratic Tradition vs. Political Malpractice
The group’s motivating spirit of empowering patients tended to attract members
favoring a market-based medical system and the individual patient-physician
relationship in the Hippocratic tradition; the tradition of professional physicians’
covenant of exclusive loyalty to the interests of patients.28,29 Uniform State antifee-splitting Statutes had protected the covenant for over 100 years.30
The HMO Act of 1973 annulled state anti-fee splitting laws by allowing HMOs to
pay clinicians for behavior (masquerading as efficiency or quality pay) instead of
exclusively for services delivered.31 In 1982, further transfer of insurance risk to
hospital providers of care was enacted by Congress. It was called Diagnosis
Related Group (DRG) legislation.32 DRGs made hospitals into mini-insurance
28

Magraw R. Language of medical care. N Engl J Med. 1968; 279:383-384.
Sulmasy DP. What is an oath and why should a physician swear one? Theor Med Bioeth. 1999;20:329-346.
30
MN Statute Chapter 147 Section 147.091 Subdivision 1. (p) Fee splitting (1)(2)(3)(4).
31
MN Statue Chapter 62D.12 Prohibited practices Subd.9.(c).
32
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (Pub.L. 97–248). https://www.jpands.org/vol25no1/doenges.pdf
29
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companies through a fixed payment for every federal patient—the earliest template
for today’s ACOs. When a California hospital promised doctors a slice of the
profits for discharging patients early (derided as “quicker and sicker”),33 the
political reaction to such profiteering was abhorrence and passage of state patient
protection laws. What was abhorrent in the 1990s is now legalized, since 2011
masquerading as ACO “value pay”.24
As we have seen, ObamaCare ACO cost control methods required repeal of federal
anti-kickback and anti-self-referral patient protection laws now being implemented
by CMS.21 The added problem for the nation is that after over a decade of failed
experiments and experience,34,35 CMS speaks glowingly of the ACO program that
does not significantly save the money promised. Bigger kickbacks (“incentives”) to
bedside clinicians for rationing care are the “fix” often mentioned.
In 2015 the final Obamacare cost control gimmick was added: the Medicare
Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act (MACRA).36 The crucial item in the Act
changed clinician pay for doing services to pay for how many services were
ordered. 37 It legalized exclusive federal franchising of Merit-based Incentive
Payment System (MIPS) clinics and ACO insurance corporations; franchising is
typical of cartel insider favoritism. CMS could coerce clinicians to ration care or
they would be out of the public sector income loop; provider pay would be
contingent in part on being insurance underwriters at “double-risk” (for quality and
financial loss) in the CMS public sector.21 Of interest, by 2019 only 29% of ACOs
in CMS’s “Pathways to Success” program had agreed to take “down-side risk” for
financial loss.38 MCO social engineers will find it pleasant to tread this new path to
acquired cartel power pioneered by CMS.
33

Qian X1, Russell LB, Valiyeva E, Miller JE. "Quicker and sicker" under Medicare's prospective payment system
for hospitals: new evidence on an old issue from a national longitudinal survey. Bull Econ Res. 2011;63(1):127. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21141646
34
Lewis VA, Fisher ES, Colla CH. Explaining sluggish savings under Accountable Care. N Engl J Med. 2017;377(19):18091811. http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1709197. Accessed November 10, 2017.
35
McWilliams JM, Landon BE, Rathi VK, Chernew ME. Getting More Savings from ACOs — Can the Pace Be
Pushed? N Engl J Med. 2019; 380:2190-2192. Available at:
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1900537https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1900537
36
Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act, HR 2 March 2015. https://www.congress.gov/bill/114thcongress/house-bill/2
37
SGR Repeal and Medicare Provider Payment Modernization Act Section by Section. Prepared by the House
Committees on Energy & Commerce and Ways & Means March 15, 2015. Available at:
https://www.wisconsinmedicalsociety.org/_WMS/resources/medigram/2015/03262015/SGR_section_101_201.
pdf
38
Verma S. Interest In ‘Pathways to Success’ Grows: 2018 ACO Results Show Trends Supporting Program
Redesign Continue. Health Affairs Blog. September 30, 2019.
https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20190930.702342/full/?utm_campaign=HASU+10-619&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Seema+Verma+On+The+Medicare+Shared+Savings+Program%3B+Ebola%3A+The+Need+For+
US+Action%3B+Henry+Waxman+On+The+Lower+Drug+Costs+Now+Act%3B+Coverage+Of+Children+With+Medical+Complexity&ut
m_source=Newsletter
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The ultimate tragedy may be the loss of the over 2000-year Hippocratic covenant
of exclusive physician patient loyalty, which was once backed by tradition and
unique Uniform State Statutes; a tragedy of post-2010 Obamacare repeal of patient
protection laws in 2011 and 2015.22,23,36,37
Protecting Patients and Professional Integrity.
At MPPA we noted but were not overwhelmed by the unbridled combined power
of crony managed care industry cartel-like arrangements with federal and state
governments. Members published reminders to inform the public about their
danger from managed care cartel profiteering. Members offered remedies
including MN price transparency laws, and MN laws to better protect patients and
the integrity of medicine; we’ll examine these in detail later. Each action writes an
account of medicine’s new cartel model problems.
Let us examine some of these actions in detail wrought by MPPA Fellows to
protect patients and preserve medicine’s professional integrity.
2015 The Mandated EHR Battle, legislation.
Dr. Stephen Huey, PhD, a psychologist, championed a MN bill to relieve small
practice groups from state mandated quality reports—the issues were EHRs,
privacy, the costliness of mandated paperwork, the definition of what is a small
practice, and patient privacy. The State’s MDH and MDHS bureaucrats argued that
big data was necessary to assure quality and to control costs. The threat to
employment or even licensure seemed to lurk under this data mining veneer.
Recounted here are details of the battle written by Dr. Huey.
“In January 2015, out of concerns about privacy and security, Stephen Huey,
PhD, began an initiative among Minnesota psychologists and other groups of
therapists to win an exemption from the 2007 Minnesota law requiring all
healthcare providers to adopt Electronic Health Records by January 1, 2015.
He sought guidance from Twila Brase, president and co-founder of the
Citizens' Council for Health Freedom (CCHF), whom Lee Kurisko, MD, had
also contacted in late December 2014.
The CCHF team expertly led this campaign and broadened the initiative to
cover all healthcare providers. They won a hard-fought partial victory,
providing an exemption for all solo providers as well as other providers who
did not accept reimbursement from a government or group purchaser.
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As a footnote, CCHF mounted a successful campaign in 2019 to have
the state EHR mandate repealed for all providers. The mandate was
eliminated in June of 2019.”39
2017 Passion for Patients, publication
Merrill Mathews, PhD, wrote this introduction to the book Passion for Patients,
written by Dr. Lee Beecher and Dave Racer.40
The U.S. healthcare system has experienced dramatic changes since the
1960s, and Dr. Lee Beecher has seen them all. He entered medical school in
1961 and continued practicing psychiatry until he retired in 2014. He has
spent the past few years writing this insightful book, which highlights and
explores the many changes—and challenges—in the system.
Throughout his professional life, from its early days when doctors and
patients partnered to produce individual healthcare outcomes, to today, when
large healthcare “provider” systems predominate and often predetermine
practice procedures, Dr. Beecher has remained committed to one critical
theme: For the best possible patient outcomes in any medical or mental
health system, the patient ultimately must take responsibility for his or her
own care – this is especially true with psychotherapy.
The physician’s role, Dr. Beecher contends, is to help a patient understand
his or her medical or mental health needs and then guide them to activate a
successful strategy to reduce their pain and suffering. This physician’s role
has increasingly been commandeered by third party payers and government
regulators, contends Dr. Beecher.
"My goal and hope," Dr. Beecher writes, "is for our medical and mental
healthcare systems to honor a place for independent practice, not because it
sounds good, but because it is good--and some patients and physicians will
prefer this.”
2018 Why We Meet, an essay
In 2018 Greg Plotnikoff and I had a fruitful dinner conversation at a Chinese
restaurant. He summed up MPPA’s elan with an essay “Why We Meet”.41

39

Minnesota Statutes 2019, section 62J.495, subdivision 1. https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/62J.495
Beecher L, Racer D. Passion for Patients: Introduction. https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/5b0fd917-b5b1-423494ef-e4f88a7f4f3e/downloads/Introduction.pdf?ver=1585940232115 Available at Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=passion+for+patients&i=stripbooks&ref=nb_sb_noss
41
Plotnikoff G, Geist RW. Why we meet. 2018. Available as a file upon request: rgeistmd@comcast.net
40
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It describes how MPPA’s motivating spirit of patient empowerment has
evolved in the debates of ideas that solidified the various missions of its
individual Fellows: 1) Community: to connect with colleagues with similar
concerns, beliefs. You are not alone; 2) Conversation: to exchange, deepen
and strengthen one's thoughts. Your insights are important to share. We are
all teachers and we are all learners; 3) Catching Up: to learn what has
happened and what is pending relevant to health care policy and funding.
You need to know what is not in the media and important issues that float
under the political radar; 4) Consensus: to identify key leverage points and
deadlines. Together, we need to know what is possible and when actions are
most needed; 5) Coordination: to sequence, prioritize and coordinate efforts
to optimize key leverage points. There is strength in our numbers and there
is power in our synergy; 6) Convener: to discuss Health Care re-design,
changes, future trends.
2018 Price Transparency, legislation
As recounted by Dave Racer:
“In 2018 Dave Racer and Greg Dattilo, co-authors of many health policy
books and pamphlets, reached out to State Senator Scott Jensen, MD, to
create medical care pricing transparency in Minnesota. Racer and Dattilo
wrote a version of the bill which would have required all physicians, clinics,
hospitals, and other medical service providers to publish their prices.
The eventual bill, effective July 1, 2019, passed the House 126-0 and the
Senate 65-2. Sen. Scott Jensen co-authored the Senate bill, while Reps.
Glenn Gruenhagen and Bob Noonan co-authored the House bill.
The new Act requires certain primary care, pediatric, and OB-GYN clinics
to disclose their Medicare, Medicaid, average insurance reimbursements,
and their billed charges for their 25 most common services over $25, and 10
most common preventive services.”
Since mere listing of prices was not useful for adding up the cost of common
complex procedures, Rep. Glenn Gruenhagen is looking at introducing Dr. Geist’s
bundle-pricing transparency bill in 2021. It would require that licensed
amalgamated providers (e.g., anesthesiologists, nurses, hospital-like facilities) of
complex procedures to publish prices of their 25 most common bundled services.
Publication of real prices for major and minor complex procedures could result in
real institutional competition and lower costs. If we are lucky, it could be low-cost
publish or perish.
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2019 Medicaid Reform, legislation.
Rep. Gruenhagen re-introduced Dr. Geist’s Family Medical Account (FMA)
Medicaid reform bill.42 Cash for out-patient services would be given directly to
enrollees on a debit card for out-patient services. Expensive 3rd parties would be
eliminated by on-site payments, which creates a real market in the public sector
and the promise of real savings through its simplicity. The FMA program would
make enrollees responsible for their care yet with no financial risk as the state
insurer would pick up all expense should ill health deplete all the money on the
debit card. Money in hand would make Medicaid patients equal to their richer
cousins at the clinic door.
2019 Dappled Psychiatric, a novel
David Allen’s Dappled Psychiatric, is an enthralling novel dramatizing the effects
of corporate medicine and third-party reimbursement on psychiatrists and
patients.43 It is one of the best books your author has read in the last few years!
2020 MediBid 10th Anniversary, a business.
MPPA Fellow, Dr. Lee Kurisko’s becoming an entrepreneur in the US is not a
surprise. He is a Canadian ex-pat thanks to his experience with the inadequacies of
socialized medicine practiced in Canada’s Medicare program.
Dr. Kurisko writes:
In 2008, Mr. Ralph Weber, recognizing that health care works best without
the intrusion of third parties such as insurance companies and government,
began assisting patients seeking medical care for which they would pay
directly. Clearly, there was a niche for such a service.
In 2010, he enlisted MPPA member, Dr. Lee Kurisko, to be Chief Medical
Officer of the startup company, MediBid - The Marketplace for
Medicine. MediBid is based upon an interactive online portal for buying
and selling medical goods and services. Patients can make requests for
Medical procedures and physicians, hospitals and clinics can place bids for
that care, with complete transparency to the patient. The patient can choose
weighing out a variety of factors such as quality, price, credentials, and
location. It has been MediBid’ s experience that people don’t just choose
the cheapest service but weigh in factors that are important to them. This is
42
43

HF 2837, session 2019-2020
Allen D. Dappled Psychiatric. Available at Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Dappled-Psychiatric-D-W-Allenebook/dp/B083CP2DKX/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=dappled+psychological&qid=1588335272&s=books
&sr=1-2
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how real markets are supposed to work. With the pervasive model of thirdparty payment and fixed fee schedules, this normal market dynamic is
squelched.
The Medibid model integrates well with referenced based pricing. Mr.
Weber is currently spearheading legislation in Tennessee for the state to
adopt Reference-Based Pricing (RBP) for its 139,000 state employees. He
has encouraged legislators to access information from its health care insurers
on what the state is paying for various medical services. In response, Optum
and Blue Cross, have launched legal action against the state for having the
audacity to desire price transparency for its employees and taxpayers! With
Optum citing fledgling Medibid as a “potential competitor”, MediBid has
irritated the hegemonic Goliath of third-party payers.
Currently with 400,000 Registered patients and 120,000 Registered
providers, MediBid is enjoying steady organic growth hoping to normalize
the experience of conscious shopping while weighing out price and value.
2020 The Manual—Health care 2020: Connecting the Dots. publication
Dave Racer, MLitt, with Greg Dattilo, CEBS, published this fascinating book in
2020. It discusses, medical price disparities and complexities, monopoly pricing,
the unfriendly marketplace compared to one that would be friendlier to all through
use of voluntary Reference Based Pricing (RBP) related to Medicare prices as the
base rate.44
2020 ACO Disclosure and Liability, legislation
Rep. Glenn Gruenhagen and Sen. Scott Jensen sponsored an ACO transparency
bill45. It would mandate: 1) that clinician pay contingent on rationing of care
metrics (volume “value” pay) ought to be subject to full disclosure for every ACO
patient and caregiver, and 2) that where clinician pay is contingent on the volume
of referrals ordered, malpractice culpability at minimum shall be shared lest the
ACO abandon clinicians in court. This bill’s transparency offers weak patient
protection against the potential of insurance corporation profiteering. Since federal
laws cannot be changed at the State level, this bill is at least a place to begin
confronting kickbacks for rationing care, when they are introduced into MN.21

44

Dattilo G. Racer D. The manual—health care 2020: connecting the dots. Alethos Press, St; Paul MN, 2020:
hhps://alethospress.com, https://themanualhealthcare2020.com/
45
Gruenhagen G, Jensen S. HF 3831, SF 3537, 2020 session.
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2019-2020 Sen. Jensen at MN Legislative session
In 2019 Senator Scott Jensen chief authored and presented seven unique bills on
the senate floor and all of them passed unanimously; the most contentious of
these initiatives was the groundbreaking Pharmacy Benefit Manager bill which
included licensure requirements, removal of gag clauses, transparency of
business practices, and reporting of transactional data - its unanimous bipartisan
passage and subsequent signature by the Governor created an entirely new
section of state statutes and was historical in nature.
In 2020 Senator Jensen was the chief author of a hotly debated and highly
partisan Insulin Safety Net Program. This bill passed through the senate
unanimously and was signed by the Governor in the midst of a first-ever Zoom
signing event.
2020 A Futile Quest: Why “Performance” Measurement is Not Working
Kip Sullivan, JD, wrote this enlightening essay; it debunks the data measurement
and mining mania that has engulfed medicine for decades.46
“In its 1993 report to the legislature, the Minnesota Health Care Commission
based its breath-taking expectations of “performance” measurement on this
breath-taking assumption: The commission assumes that the dimensions of
health care quality can be defined and measured in a useful and equitable
way… It is time Minnesota policy makers admit that that assumption was
based solely on groupthink, that the assumption persists to this day because
of groupthink, and the assumption must at long last be rejected…Rejecting
that assumption does not mean rejecting measurement. The issue at hand is
not whether measurement is useful, but whether inaccurate measurement is
useful. Nor does it mean abandoning all efforts to improve the quality of
medical services or the health of Minnesotans. It means abandoning the
default diagnosis that all problems in our health care system are due to
defects in our doctors and hospitals, entertaining the possibility that those
problems that might be within provider control are due to insufficient
resources, and abandoning the comforting myth that it’s possible to adjust
“performance” scores accurately to reflect factors outside provider control.
Above all, it means accepting the obligation to ensure that measurements are
accurate before they are unleashed on Minnesota’s doctors and hospitals.”
The Future
46

Sullivan K. A Futile Quest: Why “Performance” Measurement in Not Working. MN Physician. 2020;34(1):1.
http://www.mppub.com/mp-c1-0420.html
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Going forward, the big issue will probably be “Medicare for All”; whatever that
means. Discussing trade-offs will occupy the stage: “if anything unites Americans
when it comes to their health care, it’s that once they have it, they don’t want to let
it go.”47
MPPA will have many issues to analyze for which sane economic remedies will
need to be created and for which patients will need to be protected.
For example, absurd economic panacea proposals will continue. Ignored will be
the real origin of abrupt onset of unrelenting medical cost inflation after 1965, and
the high bureaucratic overhead costs of Obamacare favored managed care
organizations; cartel-powered bureaucracies “to control costs”. The irony is that
what will be lauded is the “necessity” of expensive bureaucratic corporate cartel
“accountability” police, and their “value pay” kickback incentives to bedside
clinicians for rationing care.
This history recounts MPPA’s elan and its rare evolution into a physician
association with community leaders—the patient writ large. MPPA became
something exquisite in its 23-year unusual evolution and final simplicity.
The history represents part of a legacy upon which future MPPA leaders can build.
the organization and continue its heretical battle against group think pomposity,
social engineering panaceas, and political malpractice.

Epilogue
We finally end this History; a path to MMPA’s future. There is no other
organization like it: collegial discussion of ideas in the public square from all
perspectives. It is ideas that lead to the actions of men and women.
My thanks go to all contributors to these pages on behalf of the current MPPA
Fellows and the communities they nobly serve. Our motivating spirit remains:
“empowering patients and physicians to make informed health care decisions”.
A Brief History, of the Origin and Evolution of the MN Physician-Patient Alliance
1997-2020, is respectfully submitted to its 88 Fellows and its many friends with

47

Rosenbaum R. Costs, Benefits and Sacred Values—Why Health Care Reform is so Fraught. N Engl J Med.
2019;382(2):101-104. https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1916615
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special thanks to all who contributed their time and effort to make this chronicle
possible: “the players…are the…brief chronicles of the time…”48
Robert W. Geist MD
Sunday, June 7, 2020
---------------------------------

Hamlet to Polonius: “The players…are the…brief chronicles of the time…”— William Shakespeare, The
Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. Act II, ii
48
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Appendix: MPPA Fellow Career Highlights,
Each a Brief Chronicle of Our Times46
The players in this History are an eclectic group; they vary in their perspectives
and their actions sometimes did shape the world in which we live. A Fellow may
not agree with other MPPA Fellows—but that is the way discussions work in an
open public square. “We are all teachers and we are all learners” in an open forum
of ideas. MPPA does not possess nor enforce any orthodoxy. There is no other
organization like it.

Lee Beecher, MD (President)
5-10-20
A founder of MPPA in 1997, Lee is an advocate for and student of patient
empowerment, patient-centered medical care, privacy and confidentiality in
psychiatric treatment, and market-driven healthcare insurance reform.
He closed his 42-year Saint Louis Park psychiatry and
addiction psychiatry practice in 2014. Opting out of all
insurance and Medicare provider agreements in 2005, he
ascribes to the Direct Pay (cash practice) model for
outpatient psychiatric practice (see Direct Pay psychiatric
practice on the homepage).
Lee is a Distinguished Life Fellow of the American
Psychiatric Association, taught in the Methodist Hospital family practice
residency program years ago, and was an Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry at
the University of Minnesota from 2006 to 2015. Dr. Beecher was honored as
the first recipient of the “First A physician Award” from the Twin Cities
Medical Society in 2006, a Minneapolis/Saint Paul Magazine “Top Doc” in
2007 and named among the Top 100 Minnesota Health Care Leaders in
2004, 2008 and 2012 by Minnesota Physician Magazine.
With Dave Racer, Dr. Beecher is the author of the 2017 book Passion for
Patients http://leebeecher.com/home.html

Doug Smith MD
May 5, 2020
I grew up in MN on a small farm up by Scandia MN. My bachelor's degree
was in Agronomy and I spent a 9-month stint as an agronomist. After my
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first 3 months, I realized I did not want to do this for a living and took the
MCAT and applied to the UMD School of Medicine and was accepted for
entry in the 1983 School of Medicine class.
In Medical School I could not find anything that I liked
better than all of medicine, so I went to residency in Family
Medicine.
While in Residency, my director, Richard Bick, suggested
that as a family doctor, the most satisfying (both medically
and financially) was to make sure I had "MSI" (multiple sources of
income). Therefore, I spent a lot of time in Residency and my early years in
practice in ER, Urgent Care, and Administrative medicine. I also continued
to have a thriving practice.
It was the combination of Peer review/administrative medicine and clinical
practice that I found my niche. I enjoyed seeing how other physicians
practiced and would take some of the data I read about and reviewed in
administrative medicine and put it into my own practice.
I became very interested in the efficient delivery of care and with a patient
of mine. In 1999, I started working on developing MinuteClinic, providing a
limited scope of practice run by mid-level providers, audited by me, to see
patients in large volume areas. Our first clinics were in Cub
food. Ultimately that business was sold in 2006 to CVS pharmacies. 2000:
MinuteClinic https://www.forbes.com/2007/08/31/christensen-disruptionkodak-pf-guru_in_cc_0904christensen_inl_slide.html#3815e0626ad3
From the start, MinuteClinic's low-cost health care clinics were highly
disruptive. It placed its kiosks in drugstores and made the simple diagnosis
of a number of common conditions lower-cost and more convenient. Quick
diagnosis, prescriptions, and no appointments. By reducing the cost of
treating the most common maladies, insurers were quick to embrace
MinuteClinic's offering. CVS Caremark acquired the company in 2006.
I was then out of the business and did not have an active practice. I
continued in administrative medicine for a few years until in 2007 decided to
start up a non-insurance billing practice what came to be known as a "direct
care practice". I have practiced that since that time.
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I also became involved in another start up practice, a telemedicine practice
out of Miami Beach, that ultimately sold to Teladoc.
For that reason, in 2012. I became interested and joined MPPA and medical
politics. I did NOT find that the organized medicine groups spoke for either
my patients or me. I have found MPPA to be a chance to communicate with
like-minded people, to hear about other ideas and to put forth a concerted
effort to keep the patient first in medicine.

David Allan, BS U of PA Wharton School of Business
May 5, 2020
David Allen was born and raised in Massachusetts, attended the University
of Pennsylvania's Wharton School, and worked for more than thirty years as
a health care executive and consultant.
Highlights of his health care career included serving as CEO
of Minnesota Specialty Physicians, a network of more than
500 physicians that negotiated managed care contracts and
arranged group purchasing.
During the last decade of his health care career, David
devoted significant efforts to health care reform, serving on
multiple not-for-profit, advocacy and political boards and,
in 2004, ran for State Representative.
David retired from health care in 2012 and has since been volunteering
through Rotary and for the American Red Cross while also writing novels.
David's first novel, Dappled Psychiatric, has received excellent reviews and
he is now working on a second novel. [My advice buy this novel! RWG. At
Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=dappled+psychiatric&i=stripbooks&crid=1F9RGX7J22HQD&spref
ix=dappled+psych%2Cstripbooks%2C165&ref=nb_sb_ss_fb_1_13 ]

Matt Flanders
May 5, 2020
Matt Flanders grew up in Osceola, WI. Upon completion of a degree in
History and Political Science, he worked a year at a water well drilling
company in the Twin Cities before starting at Citizens’ Council for Health
Freedom (CCHF).
As the State Legislative and Policy Director at CCHF, Matt focused on
health care policy and legislative affairs. He has a passion for free-market
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medicine, affirming patient rights, and protecting the sanctity of the patientdoctor relationship.
In order to further those goals, he believes in the "honey over vinegar”
approach and actively pursues developing strong relationships with
policymakers and other organizations.
A few noteworthy achievements while at CCHF include repealing
Minnesota's Electronic Health Record Mandate in 2019, passing legislation
to require audits and provide transparency and accountability to the state’s
prescription monitoring program, and protecting the Minnesota Health
Records Act - the nation’s strongest patient privacy law.

Richard (Rick) Morris, MD
May 5, 2020
I have been blessed by my association with the Minnesota Physician Patient
Alliance, and the excellent thinkers in it. I am retired from the practice of
medicine as an internist and allergist-immunologist. I am passionate about
the value of private independent practice for patients
who want high-quality care and high levels of
personal service, as contrasted with corporate
medicine where the incentives don’t always favor the
patients. I have practiced in both independent and
corporate settings, which has afforded me a close-up
opportunity to see the strengths and flaws in each, and
it’s no contest. The patient’s and physician’s interests
are completely aligned in independent private
practice, as opposed to the conflicted and morally
hazardous situation with corporate-employed physicians.
I trained at the University of Rochester and the University of Colorado
before settling in Minnesota in 1978. I strove to fulfill the three goals of
medical practice: patient care, research, and teaching. I was a Clinical
Professor of Medicine at the U of M and lectured and taught widely. I
published 38 papers from my private practice and conducted more than one
hundred clinical research trials. I have served national and state/local
medical societies but have been disappointed with organized medicine’s
failure to defend patients’ and physicians’ interests first, as opposed to
political considerations and kowtowing to insurers and other third parties
who infiltrate the sacred patient-physician bond.
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I want to pay special tribute to my friends Dr. Bob Geist and Dr. Lee
Beecher, whose passion and knowledge have taught me much.

Donald Gehrig MD
May 5, 2020
MPPA corresponding member 2012-2020; Board circa 2011-2017;
Solo independent internist, in St Paul, since 11/1999. Clinical IM practice in St
Paul, since July 1980, in small group practice until federal 1993 HillaryCare was
mandated here in MN (aka MNCare) by the mid-1990s. Then briefly I was
indentured for 4.5 yrs. to Allina Medical Clinics. I was one of PreferredOne’s
founding Drs, 1982-84. Always interested in the economic markets of medical
care and how Government policy distorted and markedly obliterated them
beginning in July 1965, and hence. Since 2012, I’ve been mostly in a direct pay,
fee for service practice.
Noteworthy ideas often expressed:
1-We have had a Single Pricer 3rd party payer system since
the 1980s in the US with the advent of DRGs for hospitals
and maximum allowable fees for physicians, i.e., Federally
mandated price fixing of our fees. There are no true prices
now and there cannot be true transparent prices available in
this dark, controlled, coercive and anti-competitive system,
only post hoc reimbursable rates. The last 25 years, the
non-Medicare carriers and managed care cartels have used
and exploited these same known allowable fees to leverage their reimbursement
rates down to near the same levels, thus damaging and controlling our once
thriving, independent professional fates and futures into subservient mere provider
roles, or risk being cut off all together to starve to a forgotten death.
2-the only ethical Single Payer is our next patient…period…!
3-“Government should not do what it cannot do.” Our politicized medical payer
system has foolishly presumed that our medical markets are a public utility
function of Government and or its elite appointed central authorities. But medical
care does not fit that top-down modeling as medical care is individually based,
highly variable for each individual. Government, or its surrogate “health plans,”
can never have the pertinent local knowledge to deliver, sustain or affordably price
any such unique care, for any one patient, or community, as it can never know
what needs to be known or done, in any time or place – demonstrating FA Hayek’s
”fatal conceit” or Bob Geist’s “political malpractice” poignant, too often unheeded
admonitions!
4-I am the “last internist,” a near accurate hyperbole I have used for the last
decade as it represents the fact that in this large Twin City MN medical market, I
am nearly just that, the final independent internist, not a corporately owned,
controlled or coerced one. Nor am I employed by non-physicians, as a mere
provider, really not allowed to be called a more thoroughly and durably trained
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physician by evolved professional lame posturing, corporate ‘political correctness’
and public obsequious and that employment being forced through one of the few
oligarchical State created, aided and abetted cartel managed care mega clinics.
And, I was not the most diplomatic MPPA board member…for me, remaining
diplomatic and too quietly discreet in the face of these decades long assaults on
our professional integrity and well-earned clinical privileges, was and is just not in
my make up or clinically trained character!

Kip Sullivan JD
5-9-20
I have spent most of my life in Minnesota. I was raised in Rochester. I spent
the years 1965 through 1980 in other places (California for college,
Massachusetts for law school, New York City and
back to California for my first two jobs).
I graduated from Pomona College in 1969 with a BA
(I majored in economics). I graduated from Harvard
Law School in 1972 (my emphasis was trial practice).
Although I emerged from law school in debt up to my ears, I made very little
use of my expensive law degree. After spending two and a half years as a
staff attorney with the Juvenile Rights Division of the NY Legal Aid
Society, I went to work for organizations that sought to involve ordinary
people in making democracy work.
In 1986, the board of the organization I was working for at the time,
Minnesota Citizens Organized Acting Together, asked me if I would be
interested in being the lead organizer for a statewide campaign to achieve
universal coverage in Minnesota. I had mixed feelings about it. On the one
hand, I loved the idea. On the other, I knew virtually nothing about health
policy (I don't think I even knew what a "teaching hospital" was at that time)
and I knew everyone from the AMA to the drug industry to the insurance
industry opposed it. I said yes.
My first job was to convene a meeting of other groups interested in
achieving universal health insurance in Minnesota. A dozen organizations
met in November 1986 (including the Minnesota Catholic Conference, the
Lutheran Coalition for Public Policy, the National Association of Social
Workers, the Minnesota Nurses Association, the Minnesota Farmers Union,
and the Minnesota Senior Federation). This group decided to form
Minnesota's first coalition dedicated to universal coverage -- the Health Care
Campaign of Minnesota (HCCM). I was hired half time as the coalition's
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organizer in 1987.
HCCM's first attempt at achieving universal coverage was to propose what
was initially called HealthSpan, a proposal to create a public insurance
program for uninsured people who were too well off for Medicaid. This
proposal didn't pass the 1988 legislature, but legislation authorizing a
commission to study the issue did pass. The lesson HCCM learned was that
bills that expand coverage without simultaneously proposing effective cost
containment are unlikely to pass.
HCCM spent much of 1989 examining the causes of and solutions to
America's and Minnesota's high health care costs. We considered and
rejected managed care (then all the rage) and endorsed the single-payer
solution in December 1989 (at that time definitely not all the rage).
That was the period in which I began to teach myself what's wrong with the
American health care system and what's wrong with the managed care
religion that has dominated the debate about how to reduce health care costs.
That religion assumes all problems can be traced to the fee-for-service
method of paying doctors and hospitals, and all solutions must include
financial incentives and various forms of micromanagement tactics that
allegedly induce doctors to stop all the alleged overuse without aggravating
the much larger problem of underuse. I became knowledgeable enough
about health policy to begin writing about it for newspapers and peerreviewed journals in the mid-1990s, and for blogs in the 2010s.
By 1997, I knew health policy well enough to win a debate before a "citizens
jury" of 14 Minnesotans selected by the Minneapolis Star Tribune and
KTCA TV to represent all of Minnesota. The debate was between a
managed care advocate, a medical savings account advocate, and me
(advocating single payer). It went on for two-and-a-half hours on the second
floor of the old Star Tribune building.
I won by a landslide -- eight and a half votes for single-payer, two and a half
for managed care (one woman insisted on splitting her vote), zero for MSAs,
and three abstentions. The woman hired by the Star Tribune to organize the
event, a former aide to conservative Democratic Representative Tim Penny,
asked me after the event if I was surprised at the vote. I said I was only
surprised that so many people were willing to vote on a complex issue after
just two-and-a-half hours of a meandering debate. I was not surprised singlepayer won. All evidence indicates vast majorities of Americans support
universal coverage under a single-payer system when they are exposed to a
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fair fight about it.
I was a professional singer, guitar, and harmonica player for 15 years. Here
is a link to a video of my band, The Pagans, playing a hotel bar in
Minneapolis in 1993. I'm the lead
singer. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LqMM8uHbHo&feature=youtu.be

Noel Collis MD
5-12-20
I was brought up in Lake Crystal, Minn. My dad ran a gas station. There
were those who hint that they were better than us because of money,
education, etc., but my dad was unphased. He would say, we
don’t have much materially, but we are among the richest
people in the world, because we are Americans. We live in a
land of freedom in which we can become whatever our dreams
believe. “This is allied to the American dream”.
Because of that dream, I was able to go to St. Olaf college, the University of
Minn. Medical school, teach at the University of South Dakota School of
medicine, help start (and bring public) a medical device company, and
practice Internal Medicine/endoscopy/colonoscopy in central Minnesota for
over thirty years.
Currently, I am a candidate for Congress in Minnesota’s 7th Congressional
District because we are literally one bad election away from losing America,
as founded as a land of hope, freedom, and opportunity.
The corporatization and destruction of medicine is emblematic of not only
our sacred profession but the whole concept of the freedom that made this
country great. We can still save this great nation.
That little boy in the gas station still believes in the American dream; and is
determined to restore it.

Ronell Hansen MD
5-12-20
I became involved in medicine at the age of 17 as a recipient of a student
research grant sponsored by the VFW/American Heart Association.
A 10-year research relationship with the Cardiac Arrhythmia Service at the
University of Minnesota Medical School followed, supported by several
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American Heart Association grants, medical school sponsored grants, and a
three-year Howard Hughes Medical Institute Research Training Fellowship
for Medical Students/Return to Medical Studies Program.
Receiving a Chemistry major at Carleton College, I
completed a nuclear chemistry concentration under a U.
S. DOD/DOE Fellowship for Intensive Study in Nuclear
Chemistry with coursework at Lawrence Livermore
Laboratories and the UC Berkeley Bevatron with
instruction by Nobel Laureate Dr. Glenn Seaborg.
Under support of a Sloan Foundation Grant in the early
1990’s, I assisted the Carleton College Public Policy
Dept. in computer modeling of the spread HIV virus.
Completing medical school at the University of MN in 1994, I attended
residency in Diagnostic Radiology at the University of Michigan Medical
Center in Ann Arbor, with a concentration in body MRI /MRA, and
completed fellowships in both body imaging, and information technology
for radiology departments.
Currently, I am imaging service line section lead for cardiovascular imaging
at the MPLS VA Medical Center, and applies his technology and nuclear
chemistry background to evaluation of high-end imaging equipment and IT
systems for the VA Medical System in VISN23, and serves on the Strategic
Analytics Monitoring Committee for the MPLS VA.
Current areas of interest include radiation exposure/dose-reduction in
medical imaging (serving on the MPLS VA radiation safety committee and
the 2016-2020 MN Dept of Health X-Ray Rule Making Advisory
Committee), cost-effective imaging, and emergency preparedness – which I
lecture on annually.
I began in depth study of health system design and medical economics in
2003, while on 10-year tenure of the East Metro/Twin Cities Medical
Society Board of Directors, serving on Executive/Policy Committees, and
expert panels for comparative effectiveness, as well as testifying on health
care legislation at the request of both state and national legislators.
I am Past-President of the Twin Cities Medical Society, and two-time
President of the Minnesota Radiological Society (MRS), serving on the
MRS Executive Committee since 2009.
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Wayne Zuehlke, CPA
5-12-20
Wayne is a retired financial executive with a diverse
background in corporate and public accounting in
technology, distribution, service, manufacturing, and
leasing industries.
He is a graduate of the University of St. Thomas and a
Certified Public Accountant and has successfully
managed all financial functions in companies from startup to mid-size.
Early in his career, he audited many Twin Cities hospitals and has continued
to be interested in the business and economics of medicine.

David Feinwachs, JD, PhD
5-12-20
Dave Feinwachs joined the Minnesota Hospital Association (MHA) in 1981
and served as MHA’s general counsel and director of advocacy until 2010.
With varied talents and expertise, Dave is a licensed
nursing home administrator, an assistant professor
of health law and policy at the University of
Minnesota, and a teacher in the U. of M. School of
Public Health. Dave holds Masters’ degrees in
Hospital Administration and Medical Sociology and
a Ph.D. in health care management from the University of Minnesota, as
well as a law degree from the William Mitchell College of Law.
In 2005, Dave was named among Minnesota’s 25 most influential healthcare
lawyers by Minnesota Physician Magazine. In 2011, he received the
Minnesota Nurses Association Paul and Sheila Wellstone Social Justice
Award — “Given to someone who speaks out “courageously and
consistently for others” and has had an “unwavering voice…undiminished
by political tides.” In 2012, he was the recipient of the Health Reform
Advocate of the Year award given by the Seven County Senior Federation
and the Greater Minnesota Health Care Coalition.
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Dave has testified before Congressional Committees and the Minnesota
Legislature on issues of Medicaid fraud and lack of transparency and
accountability in Minnesota’s public health care programs

TIM HERMAN
5-12-20
It all started in Mankato, MN, in 1956. There, I was born
into a family that would produce seven children; I was the
middle child. Producing those children was the extent of my
father’s involvement. My mother endured severe abuse and
neglect at his hands and was left to rear her children by
herself. That meant that I was a welfare child and was at the
mercy of government assistance, including for health care.
Even as a young person, I hated being on public assistance.
Attended the U of M, then graduated from Mankato as an accountant. Early
accounting stints included IRS, GELCO, Inc., and General Mills. Entered
the investment business and succeeded financially. Made first missions trip
in 1996 to Ukraine and never stopped. Made it a passion, formed our own
501(c)3 to build youth community centers in Ukraine and traveled there 60
times or so. Exited the investment business in 2003 and have worked with
various non-profits since then. Plus, I stay connected to young people by
coaching basketball: BOYS in high school and GIRLS in AAU.
Spent my life thinking there was nothing I could do to affect politics in any
way, specifically around health care; actually, no reason to worry about it,
until health insurance became more expensive and more onerous and less
helpful.
A few years ago, a mutual friend introduced me to Twila Brase and her
‘CCHF’ organization. I agreed to come aboard and help her raise some
money and – wow – what an education! Figured out that I care passionately
about taking health care out of the control of third-party payers and putting it
more back into the hands of the individual on a free-market basis as much as
possible. Through that gig, I met the good folks at MPPA and also John
Tyler and the RHCTF (Republican Health Care Task Force) and became
more involved.
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Connections made in the last few years resulted in my getting mixed up in
actual politics, namely Doug Wardlow’s campaign for Attorney General in
2018. We lost. But, this year, I’m helping Tyler Kistner try to unseat
Angie Craig in the 2nd Congressional District and am hopeful of success.
There’s so much to know in health care; continually, I find myself playing
catch-up. But somebody has to do something to keep the pressure on for
more free-market health care, restoration of the patient-doctor relationship,
protection of privacy, and the efficiency and cost-savings all those things
would encourage. And, to stave off total government control of our health
care, which would carry ample negative ramifications to make it an absolute
catastrophe.
I believe this is where MPPA could serve a purpose or mission.
And, to that extent and in my own limited way, I am all in.

Hannelore Brucker MD
5-12-20
I was born in Germany and studied medicine in Tübingen, Duesseldorf and
Freiburg. At the time students were allowed to study at different universities but I
did all my examinations in Tübingen at the Eberhard Karl’s University founded by
Eberhard I., Duke of Wuerttemberg in 1477.
After finishing my medical studies, I would have been a
general practitioner, but I decided to stop working at the
hospital as I saw my first child mainly sleeping while I
finished the residency with grueling hours. Germany did not
have a childcare system at the time. I decided to do minor
medical work and keep studying for myself. My husband, who
I married right after graduating from the university, and I did
both the ECFMG exam for foreign medical graduates but our
planned move to the United States had to wait until 1975.
After arriving in the US, I had to adjust my daughter and son to the change in our
lives. One year later I started an internship in internal medicine in Dearborn,
Michigan at Oakwood Hospital. (At the time it was hard for foreign medical
graduates to find an internship at the large hospitals, no matter what the credentials
were). I was proud that I passed my Flex exam on the first try after my break of all
those years as many foreign graduates failed, sometimes more than once. I
finished my internal medicine training at Hennepin County Medical Center after
our move from Michigan to Minnesota in 1978 and passed my board exam in
Internal Medicine.
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There was another break in my career as I was expecting twins. Both identical
girls had a ventricular septum defect of the heart; in one girl it closed by itself and
the other girl needed open heart surgery at age one. Fortunately, both are well, and
all my children are quite successful!
My husband told me in 1983 that he needed me in the allergy office. Being a
brilliant physician, he became my mentor. I joined MPPA as a practicing allergist.
At the time I was a solo practitioner as my husband and my partner of 20 years in
the allergy office had died in 2003.
The idea of an organization furthering cooperation between patients and their
physicians was extremely attractive to me. Through recommendation of Mike
Starnes I asked David Allen to assist me in the overall business management of the
office. David suggested to me to join MPPA which I did, if remembered correctly,
in 2005 as the first female member. My first impression was the comfort of Dr.
Lee Beecher’s office as meeting place, surrounded by art and books and talking to
people with different relations to the healthcare field including a number of
physicians. The atmosphere was friendly with lively and passionate discussions of
different temperaments but always with the goal to help physicians and patients to
keep their relationship. We were all aware of the Oath of Hippocrates (460 – 377
BCE) that the over-abundant regulations seemed to destroy.
MPPA’s environment was especially consoling when I felt bombarded with
Minnesota Community Measurements (MNCM). The 2008 Health Reform Law
(Minnesota Statutes, Section 62U.02) mandated that the Minnesota Health
Department (MDH) establish a statewide measurement for the Pay for
Performance Program (P4P). The MDH used as its contractor the MNCM that
became the report card manufacturer. I remember working for 3 months to fulfill
the MNCM requirements for asthma measurements and incorporating them in a
format that could be accomplished during regular patient visits. The absurdity of
this law was fully visible to me when I learned that I was actually ahead of the
measurements. I was the second physician after Mayo Clinic’s Pulmonary
Department to use the newly available nitrous oxide measurement for lung
function. As I was my own boss, I could decide to use this new device, even
though I did it with a financial loss.
Then the commissioners of the MNCM told me they would not use this new
measurement as not everybody had it available. So, they were behind the progress
and now this measurement is used the world over by pulmonary and allergy
specialists as measurement for lung function. Although I never dared, as other
physicians in the group did, to change my office to a private pay praxis, I followed
the ideal to give every patient the time and care that they needed, regardless of my
income.
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Sometimes I wished the MPPA would have had more influence on our legislators,
but the group never failed to try. In addition, I learned much about the inner
workings and politics of insurers and the operation of Medicare and Medicaid. I
admire the relentless efforts on improving the system.
Now, that I have given my office to another allergy group, I am still pursuing my
love for research and was allowed to give talks at the Annual Meeting of the
American College for Allergy, Asthma & Immunology. My love for medicine will
never end. For the rest of my life, however, I will be grateful for the support I
received from MPPA and hope that I have contributed to the goal of this
organization.

Lee Kurisko MD
5-13-20
Lee Kurisko MD is a Canadian physician specialized in Diagnostic Imaging
that has been living and working in Minnesota for the last 18 years.
Before moving to the US, he worked in Canada’s system of government
health care for 13 years. Formerly a believer in the supposed merit of a
government run one-party payer system, he became
diametrically opposed to such a plan when he faced
the inability of such a system to deliver timely quality
health care when he became Medical Director of
Diagnostic Imaging for Thunder Bay Regional
Hospital in Thunder Bay, Canada.
He now believes that a health care system primarily
based on free market principles and charity would be
the best for the American public and not “Medicare of All”.
True to this belief, along with being a radiologist with Consulting
Radiologists Ltd in Minnesota, he is Chief Medical Officer for
MediBid.com, an interactive portal for buying and selling medical goods and
services without the intrusion of third parties such as government and
insurance companies.
He authored, “Health Reform - The End of the American Revolution?”. His
book explores how the character of America, founded on the values of “life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness”, would be fundamentally changed if
Americans ever embrace a socialist health care system in which the
government would determine the type, quality and amount of health care
that they are allowed to have.
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Dave Racer, MLitt
5-13-20
Dave Racer’s first book on health care came out in 2006. Dave heard about
MPPA and contacted Lee Beecher, MD. The two met in his office for an
hour. Eventually, Dave began attending MPPA meetings in Dr. Beecher’s
office. He loves learning from physicians about how
medical care is really delivered, and the
political/social/cultural/economic/personal challenges
faced by physicians.
Dave launched his political engagement in 1978, as
SD50 Chair of Minnesotans for Quie. Dave has been a
4-time GOP endorsed candidate for the MN legislature,
managed a 1986 gubernatorial campaign (Mike
Menning for Governor), and served as the 1996 National Campaign
Manager for Alan Keyes for President.
Dave is a 1965 graduate of Johnson High School in St. Paul, attended
Macalester College, the University of Minnesota (music education major)
and the University of Southern Mississippi (educational psychology). Dave
earned a Master of Letters Degree from Oxford Graduate School in 2009,
writing a thesis on 25 keys to health care reform. Dave has authored, coauthored, edited and/or published 50 books, 20 of which pertain to health
care.

Lyle Swenson MD
5-13-20
I was born in Grand Forks, ND, in 1949. We moved across the Red River to
Crookston, MN that same year, which is where I grew up and where I
graduated from Crookston Central High School in 1967. I graduated from
the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, MN, in 1972,
and from the University of Minnesota Medical School in
1977.
From 1977 to 1980, I trained in internal medicine Residency
program at Hennepin County Medical Center. During this
time, I served as Chief Medical Resident at HCMC 19801981.
In 1981 I spent 6 months working in the Khao-I-Dang Holding Center on the
Thai-Cambodia border.
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In 1982 I returned to the US and enrolled in the Cardiology Fellowship
training program at Oregon Health Sciences University in Portland, Oregon,
from which I graduated in 1985. I then joined the University of New Mexico
in Albuquerque, NM as catheterization laboratory director at the University
of NM Medical Center.
In 1986 I moved back to Minnesota, and joined Ramsey Clinic in St. Paul,
MN from 1986 until 1998. At St. Paul-Ramsey Medical Center, I was
Director of the Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory and Director of
Cardiovascular Research.
In 1998, I left St. Paul-Ramsey Medical Center and joined the independent
cardiology practice of St. Paul Cardiology, in St. Paul. We practiced
primarily in the Health East Care System, mostly at St. Joseph's Hospital in
St. Paul, Minnesota.
During this time, I was active in Ramsey County Medical Society, and the
Minnesota Medical Association. At the MMA I served as the Speaker of the
House of Delegates from 2008 until 2010 and was President of the MMA
from 2011 to 2012.
I left St. Paul Cardiology in 2008 and formed a solo independent cardiology
practice called Lyle Swenson, MD, P.A., in St. Paul, MN. I retired from that
practice in 2015.

Sen. Scott Jensen MD
5-14-20
Scott Jensen is a lifelong Minnesotan and moved to Carver County 30 years
ago to raise a family and practice medicine.
He published his first book in 2015, Relationship
Matters, The Foundation of Medical Care Is
Fracturing, which utilizes real life patient stories to
emphasize the critical value of patient-doctor
relationships and the absolute need for patients to be
encouraged to be their own best “champion” for their
health care decisions and desires.
In 2016 Dr. Scott Jensen received the prestigious
annual statewide award, Minnesota Family Physician of the Year, from the
Minnesota Academy of Family Physicians. In November 2016 Jensen was
elected to the Minnesota State Senate receiving more votes than any other
Republican state senator.
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In 2019 Senator Jensen chief authored and presented seven unique bills on
the senate floor, including a groundbreaking Pharmacy Benefit Manager bill
representing an entirely new chapter of state statute, and all seven bills were
passed by the senate unanimously.

Rep. Glenn Gruenhagen
[Rep. Gruenhagen has participated in many legislative initiatives to empower
patients. Most recently he helped pass a price transparency bill in 2018 and plans
to extend transparency to complex medical procedures. He also has plans to
protect patients from corporations profiteering though rationing care by paying
bedside clinicians bonusses for ordering less care . RWG]
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Raised on a dairy farm in Glencoe
Veteran of the United States Marine Corps
Married to Emily for 41 years, with 3 daughters and 5 grandchildren
• Small business owner of Gruenhagen Insurance
and Financial Services
• 38 years of experience in private business,
insurance, and financial planning
• Holds degrees as a Chartered Financial
Consultant (ChFC) and Chartered Life Underwriter
(CLU)
• Participated in prison ministry for 13 years
Endorsed by the NRA (National Rifle Association)
Endorsed by the MCCL (MN Citizens Concerned for Life)
Endorsed by the NFIB (National Federation of Independent Business)
Endorsed by the Minnesota Farm Bureau
Member of American Legion and Rotary Club
Elected to the Glencoe Silver Lake public school board for
4 terms, serving for 16 years

Shane Wernsing MD
5-14-20
I was raised in Morris, MN in a physician household. I mostly had a normal
upbringing with married parents and a younger brother. I saw the difficulty
of being a family medicine physician in a small town via my dad, and was
still considering the career of a physician, in general, but not specifically
mirroring what my dad had done.
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I am a physician (general and forensic psychiatrist) with an M.D. from Univ.
of MN. I was initially interested in nephrology (with a strong history in
chemistry and biology from Gustavus Adolphus College) and did a year of
research at the VA in that field. I eventually came to enjoy the mental health
field, and one of my attendings suggested that—if health care continued to
deteriorate (this was in about the year 2000 or so)—it would be good to have
a back-up such as doing forensic work. I thought that
was another good reason to go into psychiatry.
While I was on Sermo [a “virtual doctors’
lounge” Blog], I became active with “Docs 4 Patient
Care” in maybe 2008 or 2009. It was a new group of
physicians and other health care workers formed with an
eye toward direct care and other ideas about providing
health care that were getting no play in popular press and
media. We went as a group to D.C., in about 2010, to
meet with our legislators to try to give them an idea that PPACA and the like
were not the only solutions to the healthcare debacle.
I myself have opted out of all insurance as of about 2010 or so. I see
patients in my direct-pay clinic and by contracting with places that need a
psychiatrist just a day or so a week or a few times a month. In addition to
that, I do a lot of forensic work in about 20+ counties in MN, IA, WI, and
ND.

Charles Crutchfield MD
5-14-20
Charles E. Crutchfield III, M.D., is a graduate of Minnehaha Academy High
School, Carleton College, the Mayo Clinic Medical School, and The Mayo
Clinic Graduate School.
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He completed his Transitional residency at the Gundersen Clinic in
Lacrosse, WI, and completed his dermatology residency
at the University of Minnesota. He is a Clinical
Professor of Dermatology at the University of
Minnesota Medical School. He is currently the Medical
Director of Crutchfield Dermatology in Eagan and is a
Benedict Distinguished Professor of Biology at
Carleton College.
Dr. Crutchfield has won numerous teaching and
professional awards and is the co-author of a children's book on sun
protection, a dermatology textbook, and hundreds of medial articles. He is a
member of the AΩA National Medical Honor Society, an expert consultant
for WebMD and CNN, and a recipient of the Karis Humanitarian Award
from the Mayo Clinic School of Medicine.
He is the former president of the Minnesota Association of Black Physicians
(a.k.a. The National Medical Association; Minnesota chapter). Dr.
Crutchfield has been given "The First a Physician" award from the Twin
Cities Medical Society and has been selected as one of the 100 most
influential health care leaders in Minnesota by Minnesota Physician
Magazine, and one of the "50 over 50" honorees by AARP.
Dr. Crutchfield is the son of Drs. Charles and Susan Crutchfield, both
graduates of the University of Minnesota Medical School, 1963. He is the
team physician for the Minnesota Twins, Vikings, Wild, Timberwolves and
Lynx professional sports teams. Dr. Crutchfield has over 25 years of clinical
experience serving patients.

Paul M. Schanfield
5-14-20
I grew up in the western suburbs of Mpls, went to U of M medical school,
had an Internal Medicine Internship at Harbor General Hospital, Torrance
CA, a U of MN Neurology Residency, and then a Neuromuscular Fellow at
Queens Square, U of London.
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Besides being credentialed as a general neurologist, I
later became certified as a stroke neurologist, enabling
me to become the medical stroke director for United
Hospital and then for Health East Hospitals.
My entire career was with Neurological Associates of St
Paul, for which I was a founding member and later was
President and member until retirement 2016.
I wrote the book, “A Migraine in Room 3, A Stroke in Room 4; A Physician
Examines His Profession” to focus on patient-centered care. Indeed, there is
not a Migraine in Room 3; no Stroke in Room 4. There are individuals
suffered from health problems in rooms 3 & 4.
This publication led to my involvement in the University of St. Thomas
2019 Future of Healthcare Conference, TV and radio interviews and a seat
on the board of directors of Sholom Senior Housing.
[Pictured in New Zealand 2020!]

George Dawson MD
5-15-20
I was born in northern Wisconsin and originally went to college on a football
scholarship and the idea that I was going to be a football
coach. Circumstances led me to develop an interest in
biology and chemistry - my majors. After spending two
years in the Peace Corps, I worked on some research in tree
cloning and then went to medical school.
After medical school and residency, I was medical director
at a community mental health center for three years, and
acute-care psychiatrist at Regions Hospital for 22 years, and I have worked
at a residential substance use treatment center for the past 10 years. During
part of that time I was a quality and utilization reviewer for the Medicare
Peer Review Organizations in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Like most physicians with my duration of practice I have seen the negative
impact of politics and business mismanagement on the field. That led me to
write a blog on many of those issues as well as participate in the Minnesota
Psychiatric Society as an officer.[ If you want to read a good blog, read
Dawson’s: https://real-psychiatry.blogspot.com/ RWG].
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Carolyn McClain
5-17-20

I was raised in West St. Paul, MN, graduated from Sibley high school and
did Medical School at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore. I came back to
Minnesota to do Residency at Hennepin County Medical Center.
I became engaged in MPPA through my dad, who was
an OB/GYN on the East Side and is a friend of Bob
Geist. Bob has been a mentor of mine and has taught
me how to navigate the political landscape.
I am a practicing Emergency Physician at Methodist
Hospital in St. Louis Park and am the Medical Director of the Urgency
Rooms, which are hybrid ER/Urgent Cares. The ER offers a great window
into our broken medical system, especially when it comes to mental
health. I always appreciate the discussions this group has.

Phil Raines
1-18-20
Phil Raines is a government affairs specialist who is dedicated to reality- and
economics-based solutions for political and societal problems. Along with
Dr. Neil Shah and others he helped organize the Minnesota Independent
Physicians Association. He previously worked for the MN Medical
Association, Associated Builders and Contractors of MN, and the MN
House Republican Caucus. Originally from Oklahoma, he has called
Minnesota home for over 20 years.

Sen. Dave Durenberger
5-18-19
Hi Bob, Thx for asking and for doing what you are doing for MPPA et al.
I am as unhappy with state and national health policymakers
today as anyone in MPPA, likely for different reasons. What
we have in common is disdain for legislators who will not
take time to understand the nature of health care or the U.S.
health “system." By that I mean the variations across
specialties and across the country. And the undue influence
and financial rewards to medical technology’s successful
opposition to comparative effectiveness, and of professionals
who practice in certain parts of the country where “reasonable and
customary” means whatever they want it to mean.
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Add to that a “reimbursement” insurance coverage system which is an
international embarrassment. Because it rewards not the care providers and
their health maintenance efforts, but the third-party payers. I learned all this
in central Minnesota’s "MN 13" country with the blessings of a St. John’s
University education, a dozen years working for two Governors, and three
terms in the U.S. Senate. During which time I became the go-to guy on bipartisan health policy. Because everything I learned came from health
professionals and administrators in MN, like Dr. Bob Geist, whom I
respected even though we didn’t always agree.
The worst came when the Republican leader of the U. S. Senate in 2009, in
the midst of an effort by a new President to do bi-partisan national health
coverage and payment reform, declared his party’s goal to make that
President a one-termer. Since then the influence of all but those who benefit
from a system which costs $4 trillion a year to inadequately cover 80% of
our population, went out the window. Ask either the current Republican
chair or the ranking Democrat on the U.S. Senate Finance Committee why
they can’t report out of committee a bill that PHRMA does not like to say
nothing of national policy that MPPA might like. They’ll tell you what they
told me: that bi-partisan policy-making no longer exists.
Dave Durenberger
U.S. Senate (R-MN) 1978-95 Chair (rtd.) National Institute of Health Policy

Mike Ainslie
5-16-20
I was born in a dirt floor log cabin in Ft. Dodge. Went by wagon train to
Plaster City California before I was 2. Used to crawl across Rt 66 there.
Migrated back to Chicago in the Stock Yards. Went to Medical School there
as a better alternative than Vietnam Nam. Residency in Chicago and
Michigan but got out of there before Flint City leaded water and Gov.
Whitmer covid-19 dictates put MI underwater. Now trying to keep my head
above water in Minnesota.

GREGORY A. PLOTNIKOFF, MD, MTS, FACP
5-18-20
Dr. Gregory A. Plotnikoff, MD, MTS, FACP is the Founder and Medical
Director at Minnesota Personalized Medicine, a micro-practice dedicated to
serving patients suffering from mystery, complexity, and severity despite
extensive medical evaluations. He is a board-certified internist and
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pediatrician who has received national and international honors for his work
in cross-cultural and integrative medicine.
Before opening Minnesota Personalized Medicine, Dr.
Plotnikoff served as an integrative medicine physician at the
Penny George Institute for Health and Healing and as Senior
Consultant at the Center for Health Care Innovation, Allina
Health Care in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Dr. Plotnikoff is a
graduate of Carleton College, Harvard Divinity School, and
the University of Minnesota Medical School.
Dr. Plotnikoff, “Greg,” consciously chose to attend divinity school before
medical school in order to deepen his understanding of suffering and of
human responses to suffering. After eight years of medical school and
residency training, he helped establish the Center for Spirituality and
Healing at the University of Minnesota where he served as its first medical
director.
From 2002-2008, Dr. Plotnikoff served as an associate professor at Keio
University School of Medicine where he studied, researched, and taught in
Japanese the Kampo herbal medicine tradition. While in Japan, he was
active in East-West medical integration issues with the Japanese Society of
Oriental Medicine, National Geographic, and the World Health
Organization.
Dr. Plotnikoff is the recipient of several international awards for research
and teaching, as well as the Early Career Distinguished Achievement Award
from the University of Minnesota Medical School. He is the lead author in
over 60 publications in the medical literature and 23 medical textbook
chapters. His 2003 article on vitamin D deficiency and chronic pain is one of
the most highly cited articles in the history of the Mayo Clinic Proceedings.
He is the co-author with Mark Weisberg, PhD of the book Trust Your Gut:
Get Lasting Healing from IBS and Other Chronic Digestive Problems
Without Drugs.

Christopher M. Foley M.D.
5-19-20
Dr. Foley grew up in Minnesota, graduated from the University of Notre
Dame cum laude, and completed his medical education at the University of
Minnesota Medical School. He finished his residency in internal medicine at
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the University of Minnesota hospitals and practiced internal medicine for 18
years in downtown St. Paul.
He has served as the chair of the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee at
St. Joseph’s Hospital in St. Paul, Ramsey County Medical Society Trustee,
and President of the Minnesota Chapter of
the American Society of Internal
Medicine.
In 1995 he left his private practice to
direct the opening of the HealthEast
Healing Center in Maplewood-- one of the
first clinics designed to mix alternative therapies with mainstream medicine.
He continued to develop an integrative care model at HealthEast and has
now opened Minnesota Natural Medicine, a collaborative practice involving
the practices of integrative medicine, compounding pharmacy, and
functional health. He believes in the concept that health is an "upstream"
belief system that requires a shift from the "one size fits all" world of disease
management to the highly individualized one of influencing gene expression
and customizing approaches to the individual.
He taught a course at the University of Minnesota College of Pharmacy for a
number of years in nutraceutical and botanical medicine and was long a part
of the teaching faculty for the University of Minnesota Medical School.
His personal interests are his wife and extended family of four boys and
daughters in law, 7 grandchildren, competitive handball, bicycling, two large
hounds, and music. He continues to have a tireless enthusiasm for innovative
approaches to healthcare and its management.
Community Activities:
• Past president Minnesota Society of Internal Medicine
• Past trustee Ramsey County Medical Society
• Past delegate Minnesota Medical Association
• Co Editor of the Journal of the American Nutraceutical
Association
• Clinical Asst Prof in the University of Minnesota College of
Pharmacy and Clinical Instructor in the University of
Minnesota Medical School
• Frequent speaker at local, regional, and national levels on the
need for an integrated health-care system and development of
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the principles of "functional medicine" and the reengineering of
delivery.
“Community Agitator” for a free market and personal freedoms.

Robert W. Geist MD, (Secretary Pro tempore)
5-20-20
Wending a Path Through Years of Medical System Cost Control
Panaceas. I started walking this path of managed care cost control panaceas
in 1973. I saw reported in the St. Paul Pioneer Press that the legislature was
going to pass an HMO bill. I later found out that it would mimic a
Congressional HMO bill.
Policy makers were responding to the abrupt onset of a first
ever medical cost-price inflation in 90 years. These 1973
HMO bills passed but did not pass the sniff test. They made
it legal for corporations to control the benefits they insured—
a perverse gatekeeper power allowed no other casualty
insurance company.
The fall-out over many decades was that physicians, once employed by
patients, gradually sank into hospital and other 3rd party employment—the
paradox of unintended consequences for many professional associations,
which had adopted the “inevitable” necessity of rationing care policed by
managed care corporations to control costs. Doctors were to be the police!
I thought that publishing papers on the perils of commercial corporations
controlling medicine might help stop futile public policy and prevent the
destruction of patient (“consumer”) control of the medical market place.
Naïve? Yes.
Behavior Pay. In 1974, I published a piece (N Engl J Med. 1974;291:13061308) pointing out that “incentive payments” contingent on behavior in
reducing the volume of orders for care was double-speak for 3rd party bribes
(“money or favor given or promised to a person in a position of trust to
influence his judgment or conduct” (Webster 10th ed.). “Incentives” became
popular after medicine caught physics-envy flu—if you can’t really measure
quality or motives you could measure the outcomes of behavior
“incentivized” by money rewards and/or punishments contingent on
behavior in the volume of care ordered, i.e., of government or HMO money
used for care. More pay for fewer referrals; less pay for ordering too much
care.
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Commercial vs. Professional Enterprise. In 1978, I wrote that commercial
and professional enterprises have different primary goals and are controlled
by different laws (N Engl J Med. 1978;299:483-486). Commercial enterprise
deals with buying and selling goods and services with the primary goal to
serve the economic interests of the entrepreneur or the enterprise. Indeed,
caveat emptor works best in ordinary microeconomic market sectors where
refrigerators, shoes, thumb drives, autos, and most services, are sold.
In contrast, professional enterprise has the primary goal of serving the
interests of patients (or the clients of the law profession). Physicians are
professionals not because of some salable expertise but rather by
"professing" to exclusively serve their patients' interests first. For practical
implementation of this policy, from early in the 1900s to 1970s state laws
and AMA ethics limited a practicing physician's economic gain to
reimbursement for the services that he or she rendered. In 1981, all that
changed. The FTC had sued the AMA and won in court—suddenly, Judicial
Council Opinions were antitrust violations. A new set of AMA Opinions
were devised: “III. A physician shall respect the law …” The law was the
HMO Act of 1973, which meant that commercial caveat emptor ethics ruled,
not professional ethics. Kickbacks and bribes, i.e., behavior pay, to bedside
clinicians for rationing care, became legal. The covenant of exclusive patient
loyalty was reversed to corporate financial loyalty of playing the dual role of
care giver and insurance underwriter.
Physicians found themselves powerless, when no longer patient employees.
In 2010, clinicians were offered alternative power through being gatekeepers
in “Accountable Care Organization” (ACO)—in a 2015 Opinion, the AMA
called this “stewardship” of the nation’s scarce resources, i.e., money.
Why Play Medical Politics? I finally understood that I was an Econ 101
and Professionalism 101 missionary preaching against theological-like
beliefs in managed care’s specious and futile illusions of cost control
through rationing care masquerading as pay-for-performance, which
morphed later into sugarcoated “value” pay double-speak. The social
engineer managed care theologians continue to win yelling “a right to
medical care”, while they create profiteering schemes to take it away.
Political Lessons. Doing politics is demanded, when a profession (and a
dedicated highly trained professional medical workforce at all levels) is
speciously demonized as practicing “avaricious poor care”. For this reason
alone, I would do politics again—justice demands it.
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There is a path to a professional medical market place where American
families are king, not corporate or government bureaucrats. That is a path to
affordable universal health insurance and delivery of quality patientcentered services. That goal is achievable; a topic for another time.
In MPPA, I found brilliant physician and lay leaders willing and very able to
discuss in a civil manner the vagaries of Econ 101 and Professionalism 101
and their remedies. All were interested in patient protection and in good
patient care unlike the commercial insurance corporations that dominate
medicine today in which the choices are: “cost, access, and quality; pick any
two”.49 I never felt alone once the sparkling discussions of MPPA peers
began; a place for sharing ideas and remedies for medicine’s economic and
ethical problems in a collegial manner.50
------------------------------RWG
Wednesday, June 7, 2020
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